The monoamine hypothesis of depression has dominated our understanding of both the pathophysiology of depression and the action of pharmacological treatments for the last decades, and it has led to the production of several generations of antidepressant agents. However, there are serious limitations to the current monoamine theory, and additional mechanisms, including hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenal (HPA) axis dysfunctions, as well as neurodegenerative and inflammatory alterations, are potentially associated with the pathogenesis of mood disorders. Moreover, new data have recently indicated that epigenetic mechanisms such as histone modifications and DNA methylation could affect diverse pathways leading to depression-like behaviours in animal models. In a transgenic mouse model of depression, in which a downregulation of glucocorticoid receptors (GR) causes a deficit in the HPA axis feedback control, besides alterations in monoamine neurotransmission and neuroplasticity, we found modifications in the expression of many proteins involved in epigenetic regulation, as well as clock genes, in the hippocampus and the frontal cortex, that might be central in the genesis of depressive-like behaviours.
INTRODUCTION
Although we are repeatedly exposed to adversity and stressful situations throughout life, inter-related hormonal, neurobiological and circadian system networks maintain physiological and behavioural homeostasis in most individuals. This functional equilibrium is determined by genetic-and environmentally driven epigenetic elements that interact in complex and still poorly understood ways. Disruptions in the interactions or imbalances between these systems could cause various neurobehavioural disorders such as depression. Depression is a chronic, recurring, life-threatening illness that affects up to 14 per cent of the population and causes a significant burden at both the individual and the society level [1] . Available treatments of depression are suboptimal and still unsatisfactory; only 50 per cent of treated depressed patients achieve full remission. Improvement of therapeutic strategies depends on the identification of underlying pathological processes and mechanisms of action of current treatments. Despite significant advances, the causes of depression and the molecular basis of treatments are still poorly understood. Various theories have been proposed to account for the overall pathophysiological state or particular symptoms of depression based on dysfunction of monoamine neurotransmission [2] , the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis [3] , circadian rhythms [4] or neuroimmune processes [5] . Besides these major theories, there has recently been considerable interest in the ideas that epigenetic modifications could be biological markers of both depression and antidepressant (AD) efficacies, or that they could be directly involved in the pathophysiology of depression and in the action of AD compounds [6] . This review briefly summarizes the most prominent theories and focuses more specifically on a genetic model of the HPA axis dysregulation in depression, glucocorticoid receptor-impaired (GR-i) mice. We will see that these various hypotheses are far from being mutually exclusive.
OVERVIEW OF THE VARIOUS HYPOTHESES (a) The monoamine hypothesis is central but remains insufficient
Our views on the pathophysiology of depression have been dominated by the monoamine hypothesis, based principally on the efficacy of both first-and secondgeneration ADs suggesting that an imbalance, mainly in serotonergic and noradrenergic neurotransmission, is at the core of the pathophysiology of depression. Several classes of ADs are currently available [7] , and most of them affect monoaminergic transmissions in one way or another. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), originally derived from drugs developed to treat tuberculosis (e.g. izoniazid) were observed to improve mood in patients. However, the first MAOIs had serious side effects, and their use was problematic because of the strict diet people needed to follow in order to prevent hypertensive reactions induced by food rich in tyramine. Tricyclic AD compounds (TCAs) such as imipramine, derived from structurally related molecules used to treat psychosis, also acted on the monoaminergic system and were very effective in relieving depressive symptoms. However, TCAs also induce aversive effects, presumably because of their action on other transmission systems (mainly histamine and acetylcholine). Drugs selectively blocking monoamine transporters, and thus leading to a specific increase in extracellular monoamine levels, were then developed. Compounds displaying selective serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) reuptake inhibition (SSRIs) were first produced in view of clinical findings, such as the strong relationship between suicide completion and low levels of the 5-HT metabolite (5-HIAA) in the cerebrospinal fluid of depressed patients [8] . The majority of ADs prescribed since the 1990s belong to this SSRI family, but more recently, drugs acting selectively on both the norepinephrine and the serotonine transporters (mixed 5-HT/ norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs)) have also shown clinical benefits. In addition, atypical ADs having no direct effects on monoamine reuptake and primarily acting as antagonists at monoaminergic receptors are currently used. Overall, it remains reasonable to hypothesize that depression is caused by inadequate monoamine neurotransmission, as ADs act by increasing monoamine availability and by producing long-term adaptive changes in monoaminergic receptor sensitivity (5-HT 1A autoreceptors, 5-HT 2 , b-adrenergic and a 2 -adrenergic heteroreceptors, etc.) [9] . However, although positive AD responses are transiently reversed in patients under low tryptophan diet leading to 5-HT depletion, this depletion does not worsen symptoms in unmedicated depressed patients [10] . In addition, 5-HT depletion by itself does not cause depression in healthy volunteers, undermining our view about the crucial role of a decrease in the serotonergic tone to trigger depressive episodes. Therefore, factors beyond monoamine deficiency or imbalance are most probably implicated in the development of major depression. Moreover, all available ADs exert their effects only after prolonged administration (several weeks to months), which suggests that their short-term effects on monoaminergic transmission are not directly responsible for the clinical efficacy of these drugs. Rather, long-term adaptations to AD treatment would appear to mediate their therapeutic action. Finally, it is necessary to search beyond the monoaminergic hypothesis because, albeit generally safe, monoamine-based ADs are far from being ideal drugs. The side effects of TCAs and SSRIs may be of sufficient severity to cause discontinuation of treatment in 19 per cent and 15 per cent of patients, respectively [11] . Moreover, in 30 per cent of the cases, there is little or no response to the medication, and almost 50 per cent of patients treated with a TCA do not show significant clinical improvements [12] .
(b) The corticotrope hypothesis: an opening to the neuroimmune and the neuroplasticity theories of depression Epidemiological data have provided strong support to the idea that stressful life events play a role in the aetiology of depression [13] , and this would occur in interaction with genetic factors [14] . The involvement of stress in the development of depressive symptoms may involve several systems, including the monoamines and inflammation factors interacting with the HPA axis, which exerts a central role in the regulation of the stress response. By mediating the perceived stress response, the HPA axis is an essential component of an individual's ability to cope with stress. The activity of the HPA axis is governed by the secretion of corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) and arginine -vasopressin (AVP) from the hypothalamus, which, in turn, activate the secretion of the adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) from the pituitary. ACTH then stimulates the secretion of corticoids (cortisol in humans and corticosterone in rodents) from the adrenal cortex, and these hormones interact with their receptors (low-affinity glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) and high-affinity mineralocorticoid receptors (MRs)) in multiple target tissues throughout the body including the brain. Glucocorticoids exert a negative feedback control on CRH and AVP secretion through the activation of GRs expressed, among others, by hippocampal and paraventricular nucleus neurons (figure 1). Besides their involvement in the negative feedback regulation, these receptors also enhance hippocampal function and thereby promote certain cognitive abilities [15] . The corticosteroid receptor hypothesis of depression is based on dysfunctions of the HPA axis observed in the majority of depressed patients [3, 16] . HPA hyperactivity results from a deficit in the negative feedback regulation of the axis, as evidenced by the failure of GR activation to decrease plasma levels of cortisol in the 'dexamethasone suppression test' [17] . In this test, a low dose of dexamethasone, an exogenous steroid that activates GRs, normally suppresses cortisol secretion in healthy individuals. A high proportion of depressed patients are 'non-suppressor' in the dexamethasone test, in particular individuals with severe psychotic features and suicidal ideation [18] . In addition, dexamethasone administration suppresses mitogen-induced lymphocyte proliferation and the production of the pro-inflammatory cytokine interleukin1b in healthy controls, but not in depressed patients [19] . Dexamethasone administration also induces an increase in the number of neutrophils and a decrease in the number of lymphocytes in healthy controls, but these effects are not observed in non-suppressors, suggesting that depression is also associated with changes in immune function which confer a resistance to the effects of glucocorticoids on immunity [20] . Other data indicate that cytokine-mediated inflammatory processes might play an important role in neurochemical changes associated with depression. In particular, both glucocorticoids and pro-inflammatory cytokines lead to a decrease in the synthesis of 5-HT and increase neurotoxic metabolites by enhancing the conversion of its precursor tryptophan into kynurenine [21] (figure 2). Depressive disorders are highly prevalent in infectious, autoimmune and neurodegenerative disorders [22] and, in turn, depressed patients show high levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and other proteins involved in the immune response [23] . Interestingly, half of the patients treated with the cytokine interferona develop depressive symptoms that can be treated with classical ADs [24] , further illustrating how inflammation factors may trigger depression. On the other hand, AD drugs were shown to reduce inflammation, possibly through inhibition of the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines from activated macrophages, via monoaminergic receptors located on immune cells [25] . At the anatomo-functional level, the hippocampus seems to be especially sensitive to the deleterious effects of stress. Neuronal loss has been reported in the hippocampus of stressed or corticosterone-treated animals. Moreover, human brain imaging studies illustrate how stress and depression may cause reductions of the hippocampal volume, probably because of dendritic arborization atrophy and loss of neurons, as observed in post-mortem hippocampi of patients suffering from major depressive disorder [26] . The fact that these morphometric alterations are most often attenuated, or even reversed, by AD drugs further suggests that they are related to depression. They are probably under the regulation of both GRs and MRs since recent data also showed that prenatal stress in rodents impairs the morphological and functional maturation of hippocampal granule cells in adult offspring via MR downregulation [27] . Furthermore, convergent data obtained in several animal species showed that stress and glucocorticoids exert a drastic negative effect on the rate of cell proliferation, leading to a rapid and prolonged decrease in neurogenesis in the hippocampus of adult rodents [28] . Whether this effect is also observed in depressed patients is still unclear [29] . Regardless of the nature of hippocampal damages, these changes are likely to reduce the inhibitory control that the hippocampus exerts on the HPA axis, which would increase circulating glucocorticoid levels and lead to subsequent hippocampal dysfunction. Although ablation of neurogenesis has no effect on basal HPA axis activity, it prevents monoaminergic AD drugs from restoring the negative inhibitory function of the hippocampus when glucocorticoid levels become elevated in chronic stress conditions [30] . Hippocampal neurogenesis was also proposed to contribute to memory formation [31] . A reduction in neurogenesis can theoretically contribute to the cognitive symptoms of depression, even though by itself it is unlikely to produce mood disorders [32] .
Neurogenesis is mainly under the control of factors controlling neuroplasticity. Extensive studies in both humans and validated animal models of depression have indicated that monoamines produce their effects through signalling pathways that regulate neuroplasticity and cell survival, such as the calcium/cyclic-AMP responsive-element-binding protein (CREB) and the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) pathways. In rodents, both stress and glucocorticoids are known to reduce brain levels of neurotrophic factors, including BDNF mRNA and protein [33 -35] . In contrast, different classes of AD drugs increase BDNF expression in the hippocampus [36] . In humans, post-mortem studies have shown that BDNF expression is reduced in the cerebral cortex of depressed patients compared with healthy controls, but increased in patients receiving an AD at the time of death [37] . All these data suggest that neurotrophic factors are involved in AD therapy. How much these neuroplasticity changes are important for mood regulation and adaptive behavioural responses to stress is still an open question. Interestingly, recent data support the hypothesis that hyperactivity of the HPA axis is not a simple consequence or an epiphenomenon of depression, but a risk factor predisposing the patient to the development of depression [38] , brought about by genetic liability as well as by early life experiences which programme molecular changes including epigenetic modifications (see below) [14, 39] .
(c) Circadian system dysregulations: old observations and new concepts Circadian rhythm abnormalities have been considered for years to play a role in mood disorders, but the exact nature and the mechanisms of these abnormalities are still poorly understood [40] . Biological clocks and the so-called clock genes regulate many behaviour and physiological functions, such as sleep or feeding. These functions are greatly altered in depression and the severity of depressive symptoms varies with a daily pattern. Circadian rhythms of many biological variables such as the daily profiles of body temperature, cortisol, thyrotropin, prolactin, growth hormone, melatonin and excretion of various metabolites are disrupted in depressed patients [41] . Although no clock gene polymorphism is apparently associated with major depression per se, a polymorphism has been linked to the recurrence of bipolar depression [42] . Most AD drugs and mood stabilizers influence endogenous rhythms. For instance, the AD agomelatine, a melatonin receptor agonist and a 5-HT 2C receptor antagonist, improves disturbed sleep-wake rhythms in depressed patients and adjusts the circadian system by resynchronizing the body temperature and cortisol levels [43, 44] . Moreover, the SSRI fluoxetine appears to modulate clock gene expression [45] . Finally, 'chronotherapeutics' such as sleep deprivation have been found to be efficient for clinical treatment of depressed patients [46] . Their rapid and transient effects can be stabilized with common AD treatments [47] .
(d) Current issues about the role of epigenetics in depression Aetiological studies of depression have traditionally focused primarily on genetic factors. However, epigenetic factors, independent of DNA sequence variations, appear to be of considerable interest in understanding the effect of early life stress in depression [48 -50] . The epigenome that programmes the genome consists of covalent modifications of DNA by methylation of cytosines and a panel of different histone modifications and chromatin remodelling factors. Non-coding RNAs, including siRNA, antisense RNA and microRNAs are emerging as important regulators of stable gene expression and are integrated with both chromatin and DNA methylation epigenetic functions. Although the epigenetic programme is ruled by a highly organized developmental process that is tightly controlled to maintain tissue-specific patterns of gene expression and is generally similar in different individuals, recent data suggest that it might still be sensitive to input from the environment, especially in the early life period. Environmental conditions can modulate the pattern of DNA methylation, while maintaining the overall cell-type specificity. It has been hypothesized [51] that cues from social and physical environments early in life can cause variations in epigenetic programming that serve as an 'adaptive' response of the genome to the anticipated lifelong environment. A misfit between the 'adaptive' response and the actual environment later in life would result in maladaptation and an increased risk of developing diseases. In this context, certain environmental exposures early in life might result in persistent epigenetic reprogramming that contributes to the risk of later developing psychiatric diseases. For instance, the role of DNA methylation variations in sustaining the effects of early environmental experience in moodrelated disorders, notably the dysregulation of the HPA axis activity, has been first demonstrated by Meaney and Szyf 's laboratories in the context of postnatal mother-infant interactions [52] . Interestingly, this involves 5-HT-dependent synaptic transmission and binding of the NGFIA transcription factor to the GR promoter site [53] . Since then, other epigenetic modifications, notably of BDNF or arginine/vasopressin, were found to be linked to depression [54, 55] . Epigenetic variations, in contrast to genetic variations, are potentially reversible by subsequent modulation of epigenetic enzymes [56] . Interestingly, various classical AD compounds display epigenetic effects, while histone deacetylases or DNA methylation inhibitors exhibit ADlike effects [57] . Therefore, the study of epigenetics in mood disorders bears the potential optimism to reshape our comprehension of the molecular aetiology of depression and the possibility of pharmacological as well as therapeutic interventions through the environment.
THE GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTOR-IMPAIRED MOUSE MODEL OF MOOD DISORDERS
Investigations on depression have mainly focused on animal models of 'mood-related behavioural disorders' generated by exposure to chronic stress or gene manipulation in mice that can drive strong dysfunctions in HPA axis feedback regulation. Nevertheless, basic understanding of both molecular-and system-level perturbations resulting in the HPA axis dysregulations in depression is still lacking. A better comprehension of these mechanisms might possibly lead to the identification of novel therapeutic targets.
To investigate dysfunctions brought about by dysregulations of HPA axis, GR-i mice were developed as a genetic model of depressive disorders [58] . As a result of the expression of GR antisense mRNA under the control of a human neurofilament promoter element, GR-i mice exhibited a decrease in both GR-specific binding (approx. 50% in the hippocampus and the cerebral cortex) and GR mRNA levels (approx. 25% in the hippocampus and in the dorsal raphe nucleus, DRN) compared with paired wild-type (WT) mice [59] . Neuroendocrine regulation in these mice is heavily disturbed, as exemplified by a reduction in both glucocorticoid feedback efficiency and stress-induced increase in plasma ACTH, but not corticosterone [59] [60] [61] [62] . Furthermore, it has been reported that GR-i mice have altered behavioural responses in models of anxiety and depression [62 -64] . Most of these alterations are reduced by various AD treatments, such as TCAs, SSRIs or new generation ADs, such as agomelatine. Normalization by AD treatments of the hyperactive HPA system in GR-i mice is relevant to what occurs during successful AD therapy of depressive illness [63] . These observations fit well with the hypothesis that GR-i mice model a subgroup of depressed patients who do show a similar hyperactivity of the HPA axis. In addition, impaired GR functioning affects normal adaptive responses to chronic mild stress. Under non-stressful conditions, GR-i mutants present no alterations in 5-HT 1A autoreceptor function in the dorsal DRN. However, whereas in WT mice, a chronic mild stress session produces a functional desensitization of DRN 5-HT 1A autoreceptors, this is not observed in GR-i mice [59] . In addition, chronic mild stress was found to have a pro-cognitive effect in WT but not GR-i mice in a decision-making task [59] . When subjected to a psychological stressor, GR-i mice displayed hyperresponsiveness of the serotonergic system as shown by a profound rise in hippocampal 5-HT during a rat exposure, but no increase of free corticosterone and behavioural impairments when compared with WT mice [65] . These results demonstrate that impaired GR functioning affects normal adaptive responses to stress at both the HPA and the serotonergic levels and alters stress-related consequences on cognition.
Presumably, owing to a decrease in BDNF mRNA expression in the hippocampus of GR-i compared with WT mice, a reduction in cell proliferation and survival together with reduced neurogenesis have also been observed within the dentate gyrus of GR-i compared with WT mice [64] . These alterations were reversed by chronic AD treatments with either the MT1/MT2 receptor agonist and 5-HT 2C receptor antagonist agomelatine or the SSRI fluoxetine [64] . Interestingly, GR-i mice have been shown to display numerous abnormalities regarding spatial learning and short-term memory [66] , anxiety [62] and responses to stress [59, 65] . All these alterations could be linked to the deficits observed in hippocampal cell proliferation and survival.
(a) Genetic and epigenetic regulations in glucocorticoid receptor-impaired mice We have recently investigated the genome-wide expression in GR-i mice [67] . Genes whose expression was modified in these mutants versus paired WT mice were deciphered using oligonucleotide-based microarrays in three brain areas relevant to mood disorders (anterior raphe area, hippocampus and frontal cortex). Important gene expression differences were observed in the hippocampus and in the frontal cortex, which are key sites for the negative feedback regulation of HPA axis activity. Among the genes differentially expressed in GR-i versus WT mice, those encoding Arc, NeuroD1, nocturnin, rev-erbB, Per 1-3 and NPAS2 are of particular interest because of their implications in synaptic plasticity, neurotransmission, neurogenesis and circadian rhythms (table 1) . Some of the differences were confirmed using RT-PCR (figure 3 and see [68, 69] ). Interestingly, numerous mRNA-encoding proteins involved in epigenetic regulations such as the variant H2AZ of the histone 2A, the histone deacetylases HDAC2 and HDAC5, the MYST histone acetyltransferase 2 MYST2 and the nuclear receptor co-repressor NCor1 were downregulated in GR-i mutants (table 1 and figure 3 ). In contrast, methyl CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) was upregulated. Finally, genes encoding various enzymes or complexes involved in cellular metabolism (cytochrome oxidase, NADH dehydrogenase, pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, etc.) were also affected in the transgenic mice [67] [68] [69] . All these gene expression modulations might be involved in the depressive-like behaviours of the GR-i mice.
Emerging data underline that circadian rhythms, regulated at organ and cellular levels via the clock machinery, govern physiological and behavioural functions in most organisms [70] . Notably, the clock transcription -translation feedback loop system possesses intimate links with cellular metabolism. These connections are maintained by epigenetic mechanisms [71] . For instance, HDAC3 activation by Ncor1, the expression of which is decreased in GR-i mice, is critical for the epigenetic regulation of circadian and metabolic physiology [72] . Interestingly, data suggest that clock genes expression is regulated via direct interactions between NCor1 and rev-erbB [73] , whose expression is also decreased in GR-i compared with WT mice. Moreover, the circadian CLOCK system and the HPA axis strongly interact. In particular, clock proteins directly regulate GR transcriptional activity [74] and glucocorticoids modulate energy homeostasis by entraining the clock machinery [75] via stimulation of rev-erbB and NPAS2 expressions that are also affected in GR-i mice. The dysregulation of NPAS2 in GR-i mice is of particular interest, since this homologue of the protein CLOCK operating in the mammalian forebrain [76] is involved in the acquisition of specific memory [77] and in the maintenance of circadian behaviours [78] .
The observed downregulations of HDAC2 and HDAC5 expression in GR-i mice are consistent with results obtained by other groups. For example, Nestler's group reported that after AD treatment, HDAC5 expression is decreased in the hippocampus of stressed mice and might participate in the efficacy of the treatment [55] . The same group suggested that HDAC5 may regulate adaptation to chronic stress [79] . Therefore, the decrease in HDAC5 expression in GR-i mice may be a compensatory mechanism induced by the decrease in GR function. The downregulation in HDAC2 expression observed in the hippocampus of GR-i mice [69] may also be an adaptive mechanism, since it was found that, in the hippocampus, HDAC2 negatively regulates synaptic plasticity and morphological changes necessary for learning [80] . Furthermore, a decrease in HDAC2 protein expression in the nucleus accumbens was shown to be associated with both depression in humans and chronic social-stress-induced behavioural deficits in mice [81] . Increased expression of MeCP2 has also been observed in GR-i mice. MeCP2 was identified as a protein that binds specifically to methylated DNA and is primarily considered a transcriptional repressor through associated HDACs. However, MeCP2 appears to be a multi-functional protein. For example, an association with the transcriptional activator CREB1 was reported [82] and it is now believed that MeCP2 can function as both an activator and repressor of transcription. Moreover, MeCP2 has a widespread effect on gene expression [83] and could prevent aberrant transcriptional events [84] . A role of MeCP2 in regulating chromatin architecture has also been proposed [85] . It has recently been reported that a mouse line overexpressing MeCP2 in neurons only exhibits heightened anxiety, impairments in learning and memory, as well as hippocampal synaptic plasticity alterations that may be attributable to transcriptional repression via HDAC recruitment [86] . These results suggest that MeCP2 overexpression may directly cause some of the deficits observed in GR-i mice and strengthen the hypothesis that HDAC downregulation in GR-i mice could be a compensatory mechanism counteracting MeCP2 overexpression. However, detrimental or beneficial impacts of hippocampal MeCP2 overexpression in GR-i mice may be difficult to evaluate since repeated injections of fluoxetine in rats upregulate MeCP2 in the dentate gyrus of hippocampus [87] .
The H2AZ variant of the histone 2A is involved in diverse biological functions, such as gene transcription [88, 89] . H2AZ may prepare chromatin structure for recruitment of the transcriptional machinery and regulates promoter capacity to trigger transcription. Interestingly, this variant is enriched at GR promoter sites and this enrichment is modulated by GR receptor activity [90] . The decrease in H2AZ expression in GR-i mice could be a direct consequence of HPA axis activity dysregulation. However, it remains to be determined whether these H2AZ variations contribute to the regulation of the global expression pattern modulated by glucocorticoids, and whether it is of any relevance to depression or represents an adaptation mechanism similar to the changes observed in HDAC5, HDAC2 or MeCP2 expression levels. Finally, GR-i mice also manifest immuneendocrine abnormalities. Indeed, in addition to HPA axis dysfunctions, GR-i mice show alterations in the trafficking and the responsiveness of T lymphocytes [91] . Hence, further work on these transgenic mice should be particularly informative regarding immune regulationrelated to depressive disorders. Moreover, the study of these mice in the context of gene Â environment interactions appears particularly promising. It is indeed well demonstrated that adverse conditions early in life have a major influence on the normal development of GR-HPA interactions, and that events during development have long-term impact on the capacity of the glucocorticoid system to cope with stress. We should investigate whether early manipulations, such as handling and maternal separation in G-R-i mice, might alter the relationships between immune, neuroendocrine and epigenetic changes in the context of mood-related disorders.
CONCLUSION
Adaptation to environmental stresses is one of the most fundamental biological regulatory processes. Chronic stress entails long-term dysregulations at neurotransmitter, neurohormone and cellular levels leading to behavioural changes. Homeostasis is maintained by complex physiological and behavioural systems coordinated by the brain. The effectors are diverse and comprise endocrine and immune regulations, neural plasticity, circadian rhythms and chromatin modulations. Recent studies suggested that all these systems are inter-related and may underlie brain diseases, especially mood-related disorders. Perturbations of neurotransmitter metabolism, circadian clock genes and chromatin modifications interact and certainly determine, at least in part, behavioural disorders. Chromatin regulation, clock genes expression and neurotransmitter metabolism processes thought to be involved in mood disorders and HPA axis regulation are also found to be altered in GR-i mice. It is therefore of importance to determine the exact nature of such perturbations, as well as their relationships, in order to design new strategies for the treatment of depression.
